Hanover® Paver Support Pedestal
and Flexible Leveling Shims

Flexible Rubber-like Leveling Shims
Final adjustments can be achieved with Hanover’s flexible Leveling Shims. These shims are rubber-like, preventing paver movement and providing a more solid feel. They will not slide as they eliminate “rigid on rigid” placement. Thicknesses are available in 1/8” (white) or 1/16” (black). Leveling Shims may be separated into halves or quarters for individual paver adjustments.

- Available in two thicknesses
- Color coded for easy identification
- Flexible, rubber-like material
- Eliminates paver movement
- Gives the installation a more solid feel

Please Note:
See High-Tab® Pedestals if larger tab height is required.

Standard Paver Support Pedestal
The Hanover® Paver Support Pedestal is an octagonal grid-like structure of high density polyethylene. Integral 1/8” spacer ribs located in the upper surface insures even joint spacing. The Pedestal size is 7” across flats with a thickness of 5/8”. It may be easily separated into halves or quarters to accommodate the perimeter edge and corner support.

- Simplifies roof repairs
- Leveling of decks easily achieved
- Provides sub surface drainage
- Compatible with Hanover® Porcelain Pavers and the Hanover® Guardian® Paver System

Hanover® Paver Support Pedestal
7” across flats, 5/8” thick
1/8” spacers

Support Pedestal

Flexible Rubber-like Leveling Shims
1/8” thickness (white)
1/16” thickness (black)